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In this paper we determine the structure of G @ H and Hom(G, H), where 
G and H are K-decomposable torsion-free modules over a discrete valuation 
ring V, K being separable with degree 4 over the quotient field of V. The 
problem is reduced to the corresponding one for T-Butler W-modules, where 
T is a certain set of types for a principal ideal domain W. 
Let W, ,..., W, be a set of comaximal subrings of a field Q, i.e., Q is the 
quotient field of each Wj, Wi + Wj = Q for i # j, and Wi # Q for all i. Let 
W = 0 Wi . We assume also that W, and therefore each Wi, is a principal 
ideal domain. Let T = {t( WI),..., t( W,)}, w h ere t(Wi) is the type of the rank 
1 torsion-free W-module Wi. 
Theorem 1 below applies to either the category of homomorphisms of T- 
Butler W-modules or the category of homomorphisms of K-decomposable V- 
modules, where V is a discrete valuation ring with quotient field Q and K is 
finite and separable over Q. A module G in either of these categories has a 
unique maximal pure injective submodule i(G), and i(G) is a summand of G. 
We say that G is strongly reduced if i(G) = 0. In particular, G/i(G) is 
strongly reduced. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ci be the Coxeter functor for either of the two 
categories above and let F = Hom( _, C +Q). Then 
(i) F is well defined up to natural isomorphism. 
(ii) For all G, FG is strongly reduced. 
(iii) If 0 + G + H + M + 0 is an exact sequence of homomorphisms 
and M is strongly reduced, then 0 + FM -+ FH + FG -+ 0 is exact. 
(iv) The canonical natural homomorphism G + F2G is subjective and 
its kernel is i(G). 
(v) There is a natural quasi-isomorphism FC - C’F (with the 
convention that C + M = 0 when M is pure projective). 
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(vi) For any G, rank FG = rank C-G. If p is a prime and G is 
strongly reduced, then p-rank FG = p-rank G. 
Theorem 2 deals with T-Butler W-modules. For 1 < i < n, we define 
Ai = nk,i W, and for i # j we let A, = Ai + Aj= nk~i,j Wk. 
Recall that a type is an isomorphism class of rank 1 torsion-free modules. 
We write ti = t(Ai) and tij = t(Aij). We will be concerned only with types of 
the form t(A), where A is a subring of Q. Therefore if G is any torsion-free 
W-module and t = t(A), there is an isomorphism Hom(A, G) -+ G(t) given by 
u, ++ q( 1). We set t-rank G = rank Hom(G, A). Since Hom(G, A) z 
Hom,(A @ G, A) and A is a principal ideal domain, we see that Hom(G, A) 
is isomorphic to a maximal free summand of the A-module A @ G. It then 
follows from the isomorphism Hom(G @ H, A) x Hom(G, Hom(H, A)) that 
t-rank G @ H = (t-rank G)(t-rank H). 
Recall that in the category of quasi-homomorphisms of T-Butler W- 
modules the strongly indecomposable pure projectives are W and the various 
Ai, and the strongly indecomposable pure injectives are Q and the various 
wi 151* 
THEOREM 2. Let G and H be T-Butler W-modules, where T consists of 
exactly four types. 
(i) If G has no pure projective quasi-summand and H is strongly 
reduced and has no quasi-summand isomorphic to C ‘Q or C + Wi (for all i), 
then Hom(G, H) - M @ n A$‘,“, where M is a free W-module and e(i, j) = 
(tiyrank G)(tij-rank FH). Furthermore tij-rank FH = rank H(t,), and tf G 
and H are both strongly indecomposable, then e(i, j) < 1. 
(ii) If neither G nor H has any pure projective quasi-summand, then 
G @ H - (C+Q)k @ n A$‘,” @I, where I is pure injective, f (i, j) = (ti,i- 
rank G)(tij-rank H) and k + 2 f (i, j) = rank Hom(G, FH). 
Theorem 3 deals with K-decomposable V-modules, where [K: Q] = 4. An 
integral domain D is called an exceptional domain if D is a strongly 
indecomposable K-decomposable V-module and rank D = 2(p-rank 0). 
Recall that there are up to quasi-isomorphism at most three such exceptional 
domains [6, Corollary 2.91. For any V-module G, we set D-rank G = 
(rank Hom(G, D))/(rank D). W e see easily that D-rank(G @ H) = (D- 
rank G)(D-rank H). 
Recall that in the category of quasi-homomorphisms of K-decomposable 
V-modules the strongly indecomposable pure projective modules are V and P 
and the strongly indecomposable pure injective modues are Q and R, where 
rank P = rank R = [K: Q], 
p-rank R = 1 and p-rank P = ]K: Q] - 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let V be a discrete valuation ring and let G and H be K- 
decomposable V-modules, where [K: Q] = 4. 
(i) lf G has no pure projective quasi-summand and H is strongly 
reduced and has no quasi-summand isomorphic to C’Q or C’R, then 
Hom(G, H) - M 0 n De@), where A4 is free, D ranges over the set of excep- 
tional domains and e(D) = (D-rank G)(D-rank FH). Furthermore tf G and H 
are strongly indecomposable, then e(D) < 4. 
(ii) If G and H have no pure projective quasi-summand then G @ H - 
(C+Q)k~nd’D’@I, where I is pure injective, f(D) = (D-rank G)(D- 
rank H) and k + C f(D) = rank Hom(G, FH). 
It will be shown that FG and tij-rank G or D-rank G are easily determined 
when G is strongly indecomposable. A pure injective module is completely 
determined by its rank and p-ranks. Thus Theorems 2 and 3 completely 
determine Hom(G, H) and G @ H provided that rank Hom(G, H) can be 
computed. For Butler modules, this computation is tedious but routine, once 
G and H have been written as quasi-direct sums of strongly indecomposable 
modules. For K-decomposable V-modules the computation is not quite 
routine, since it may require determining whether or not the endomorphism 
ring of a simple regular module is commutative [6, Lemma 4.21. 
Finally, the cases excluded in Theorems 2 and 3 are easily handled. For 
Butler modules, the nonobvious cases are as follows: If G is strongly 
reduced, then Horn@,, G) E G(ti) -A: @ n A$?), where e(j) = tij-rank FG 
and m is easily computed. For any G, Hom(G, C’Q)= FG, 
Hom(G, C ’ Wi) z (FG)(t,). If G has no pure projective quasi-summand, then 
A i @ G - (C’ IV,), @ n Ay) @ 1, where I is pure injective, f(j) = tij- 
rank G, and m is easily computed. 
For K-decomposable V-modules, the nonobvious cases are: If G is 
strongly reduced, then Hom(P, G) -Pm @ n De@), where e(D) = 2(D- 
rank FG) and m is easily computed. For any G, Hom(G, C+R) z 
Hom(P, FG). If G has no pure projective quasi-summand, then P @ G - 
(C ‘R)” @ n flD’ @ I, where I is pure injective, f (0) = 2(D-rank G) and 
m is easily computed. Finally, P @ P - P @ n 0’ and R @ R z R @ Q”. 
Throughout the paper, all modules are assumed to be in one of the two 
categories described above, in particular, to be torsion free with finite rank. 
We write C and Ct for the Coxeter functors, and frequently use the fact, 
implicit in 131, that C - is left adjoint to Ct in the category of quasi- 
homomorphisms, i.e., Q Hom(C-G, H) z Q Hom(G, C ‘H). We write G * H 
for the reduced quotient of G 0 H. We write G zz H to indicate that two 
modules are isomorphic and G - H to indicate that they are quasi- 
isomorphic. 
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1. DUALITY FOR BUTLER MODULES 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 for the category of homomorphisms of 
T-Butler W-modules, where T is the set of types determined by a comaximal 
family W, ,..., W, of subrings of Q. We let p,,..., p,, denote a family of 
primes in W such that for each i, pi Wi # Wi. Then if G is any T-Butler W- 
module, pi-rank G = rank Wi * G = t( W&rank G. All modules in this 
section are assumed to be T-Butler W-modules. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf A is a rank 1 module and t = t(A), then for any G and H, 
Hom(G, H)(t) z Hom(G, G(t)) z Hom(A @ G, H). In particular, if H is 
strongly reduced, then so is Hom(G, H). 
Proof. Hom(G, H)(t) z Hom(A, Hom(G, H)) z Hom(G, Hom(A, ZY)) x 
Hom(A @ G, H). Note that H is strongly reduced if and only if H(t( Wi)) = 0 
for all i. 
The lemma above establishes part (ii) of Theorem 1. Recall that if G is 
strongly reduced and rank G = r, pi-rank G = ki, then rank C-G = 2 ki - r 
and pi-rank C-G = rank C-G - ki. Likewise if G has no pure projective 
quasi-summand, then rank C+G = (n - 1) r - C ki and pi-rank C+G = 
r-ki. 
Recall that if G and H are quasi-isomorphic and p-rank G < 1 for all 
primes p, then G and H are in fact isomorphic [7, Theorem 2, p. 2561. The 
lemma below then shows that C’Q, and therefore also F, are unique up to 
isomorphism, thus proving part (i) of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) There exist short exact sequences 0 + C’Q -+ n W, + 
Q--t 0 and 0 + C + Wi + nk+ i W,, + Q -+ 0, where in each case the right- 
hand map is the sum of the inclusion maps W, -+ Q. 
(2) rank C + Q = n - 1 and p-rank C +Q = 1 for all p. 
(3) C + Wi z (C+Q)(ti). 
(4) Hom(CtWi,CtQ)=:EndC+WizAi andEndC+Qzz W. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from the construction of C+ (see [3] or [6]). 
Part (2) follows from (l), and likewise (3) follows from (1) since Wi(ti) = 0, 
W,(ti) = W, for k# i. By (3), Hom(C+ Wi, C’Q) z End C+ Wi. But 
Q End C!+ Wi N, Q End Wi “N Q and C+ Wi is pdivisible for precisely those 
primes p such that pWi # Wi, i.e., such that pAi = Ai. Hence we see that 
End C + Wi z Ai. Analogous reasoning shows that End Ct Q z W. 
Proof of Theorem 1, Part (vi). For any G, rank FG = rank 
Hom(G, C’Q) = rank Hom(CG, Q) = rank C-G. Now by Lemma 1.1, for 
any i, rank(FG)(t,) = rank Hom(G, C’Q(t,)) = rank Hom(G, C+ Wi) = 
rank Hom(CG, Wi) = pi-rank CG. Thus if G is strongly reduced and 
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pAi=Ai, prankFG=rankFG-rankFG(t,)=rankC-G-p-rankCG= 
p-rank G. 
LEMMA 1.3. The first short exact sequence in part (1) of Lemma 1.2 
induces a sequence 0 + FG -+ n Hom(G, Wi) + Hom(G, Q) -+ 0 which is 
exact if G is strongly reduced. 
Proof. Since FG = Hom(G, C’Q), clearly we obtain such a sequence 
and it is exact if the right-hand map is surjective. If G is strongly reduced, 
then for any prime p, p-rank FG = p-rank G = p-rank n Hom(G, W,), SO 
the image of the right-hand map is divisible. Furthermore the rank of the 
image is C pi-rank G - rank FG = C pi-rank G - rank C-G = rank G = 
rank Hom(G, Q), so the right-hand map is in fact surjective. 
Proof of Theorem 1, Part (iii). An exact sequence 0 + G + H -+ M-+ 0 
induces the following diagram: 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
O+ FM FH FG 
1 + 1 -+ 1 
+O 
0 + n Hom(M, W,) -+ n Hom(H, IV,) + n Hom(G, W,) + 0 
1 1 1 
0 -+ Hom(M, Q) -+ Hom(H, Q) + Hom(G, Q) -+O. 
The columns are exact and the bottom two rows are exact because Q and W, 
are pure injective. If M is strongly reduced, then the lower-left vertical map 
is surjective and the exactness of the top row follows from the Nine Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1, Part (iv). The canonical map 8: G-+ Hom(Hom(G, 
C’Q), C’Q) is given by ~9( g)(p) = rp( g), Clearly Ker 19 contains i(G), the 
maximal pure injective submodule of G, and G+ G/i(G) induces an 
isomorphism F*G z F’(G/i(G)). It thus suffices to prove that 8 is an 
isomorphism whenever G is strongly reduced. It is easily verified from 
Lemma 1.2 that 0 is an isomorphism when G = W or G = A i. But if G is an 
Butler module, there is an exact sequence of homomorphisms 0 -+ P, -+ P, --f 
G + 0, where P, is a finite direct sum of copies of W and the various A i and 
P, is free. Therefore the assertion follows from part (iii) of the theorem and 
the naturality of 0. 
LEMMA 1.4. If j3: n W, -+ Q is the sum of the inclusion maps W, -+ Q, 
then /I induces an exact sequence 
0 + Hom(CG, Q) -+ Q fl Hom(G, W,) + Hom(G, Q) (1) 
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and the inclusions W, j Q induce short exact sequences 
0 + Q Hom(CG, W,) * Hom(CG, Q) -+ Q Hom(G, W,), (2) 
and the right-hand map in (2) is the kth component of the left-hand map in 
(1). In particular, we can identifv QFG = Hom(CG, Q) and Wi * FG = 
Hom(G, WJ. 
Proof. Recall that CG is defined by the exact sequences 
G+n W,*G-tQC-GjO 
and 
Apply Hom( , Q) to these two sequences and use the canonical 
isomorphisms 
Hom( Q W, * F, Q) z Q Hom( W, * X, W,) z Q Hom(X, W,), 
where the first isomorphism is induced by the inclusion W, + Q and the 
second by the canonical map X+ W, * X. Since it is precisely this canonical 
map that appears in the sequences above, the desired sequences (1) and (2) 
are thus obtained. The final assertion follows from Lemma 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1, Part (v). C+FG is determined by the following 
exact sequences: 
O~QW,*C+FG-,QFG~QW,*FG, (3) 
04+FG-rnW,*C+FG~QFG. (4) 
Now the right-hand map in (3) is the kth component of the canonical map 
QFG + n QW, * FG, and thus Lemma 1.4 shows that sequence (3) can be 
identified with sequence (2). This done, sequence (4) becomes 
0 --+ C+FG --t n Hom(CG, W,) --+ Hom(C-G, Q) 
so that by Lemma 1.3, C+FG - FCG, and clearly this quasi-isomorphism 
is natural. (Note: Sequences (3) and (4) should be interpreted with the 
convention that QC+Ai = 0 but Wi * C+Ai sz W,.) 
COROLLARY 1.5. For any nonnegative integer r, FC’W - C fri ‘Q, 
FC-‘A, - C+r+l Wi. If i+ j, then F(Win Wi)z Win Wi. 
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Proof Obviously FWzC+Q and by Lemma 1.2, FA, = 
Hom(Ai, C +Q) = (CtQ)(ti) z C+ Wi. We then apply part (v) of Theorem 1. 
Now let G= Win Wj. Then rank FG =rankCG= 1. Since EndFGz 
End G, we see that FG z G. 
2. RESULTS FOR T-BUTLER W-MODULES 
In this section we prove Theorem 2 along with various auxiliary results. 
All modules in this section are T-Butler W-modules, and except in 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 we assume that T consists of exactly four types. 
Recall that a strongly indecomposable module G is pure preprojective if 
G N C -‘W or G N C-‘A, for some r and some i, and G is pure preinjective if 
G wC+lQ or G m CtrWi for some r and some i. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any T-Butler modules G and H, G 0 H =: 
F Hom(G, FH) @ Z, where Z is pure injective. 
Proof G@HzF*(G@H)@Z. But F(G@H)=Hom(G@H,C+Q)z 
Hom(G, Hom(H, C ‘Q)) = Hom(G, FH). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G and H be strongly indecomposable with rank 
larger than 1 and such that H & C ‘Q and for all i, H !& C+ Wi. Zf G and H 
are both pure preprojective or both pure preinjective, then Hom(G, H) is free. 
Proof Since Hom(G, H) z Hom(FH, FG), it suffices to suppose that G 
and H are both pure preprojective. We must show that for all i, 
Hom(G, H)(t,) z Hom(G, H(t,)) = 0. But since H(t,) is a pure submodule of 
a pure preprojective module, it is pure preprojective, and since it has p-rank 
0 for any prime p such that pAi = Ai, it follows that it is in fact pure 
projective. (Note that we may suppose T contains at least four types, 
otherwise the hypothesis is vacuous.) Since G has no pure projective quasi- 
summand, Hom(G, H(t,)) = 0. 
In the remainder of this section, we assume that T consists of exactly four 
types. Recall that a strongly indecomposable module G is regular if C pi- 
rank G = 2(rank G) (where the prime pr are as in Section 1). Every strongly 
indecomposable module is either pure preprojective, pure preinjective, or 
regular. We say that a regular module G is exceptional if there exist i # j 
such that G(t,) # 0 or, equivalently, there exist i # j such that t,-rank G # 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf G(ti) = G for some i, then G is quasi-isomorphic to a 
direct sum of copies of Ai, Q, C ’ Wi, Wj , and A, for various j. 
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Proof. The category of quasi-homorphisms of A,-modules is isomorphic 
to a full subcategory of the category of representations of the Dynkin species 
D, [3, p. 31. Thus the result follows from [3, Proposition 2.6, p. 201 or [I]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let i be fixed and let H be strongly indecomposable and not 
isomorphic to Q, Ct Wi, C’Q, or to Wj for any j # i. Let k = rank H(t,) = 
rank H - pi-rank H. Then H(t,) - A7 @ n A tg’, where e(j) = tij-rank FH = 
rank H(tij) < 1 and m is given as follows: 
(1) m = k or m = k - 1 if H is exceptional regular. 
(2) m = k if H is pure preprojective or nonexceptional regular or 
H N C ‘lrWi for some r. 
(3) m=k- 1 ifH-C’2’t’Wjfor jzi. 
(4) m=k-2 ifHNC’ZrWjfor j#i. 
(5) m=k-3 if H~Ci2”‘Wi or H-CtrQ. 
Proof: Since H is strongly indecomposable, it has no submodule 
isomorpic to Wj or Q. Also since FH has no pure projective quasi-summand, 
Hom(C+ Wi, H) =: Hom(FH, Ai) = 0. Thus by Lemma 2.3, H(t,) is a direct 
sum of copies of Ai and A, for various j. Clearly the number of summands 
isomorphic to A, is rank H(tij) = rank Horn@,, H) = rank Hom(FH, Aij) = 
tij-rank FH, since F.4, =: A, by Corollary 1.5. Also, since 
C+*‘A, - C2’Aij -A,, we see that t,-rank FH = tij-rank C ‘*‘FH = t,- 
rank C -“FH and the remaining assertions in the lemma are routine 
computations (see also Proposition 2.6). 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to prove part (i). 
In light of Lemma 2.4 and the fact that Hom(G,Ai) = 0 for all i, we 
have, Hom(G, H)(t,) z Hom(G, H(t,)) - JJ Hom(G, At!“) z n A$!‘,“, where 
k(j) = rank H(tij) = tij-rank FH. Now if N is a pure preinjective module, 
then tij-rank N = 0 for all j, so this shows that Hom(N, H) is free and thus 
Hom(N, Hom(G, H)) x Hom(G, Hom(N, ZY)) = 0. Thus if E is any nonfree 
strongly indecomposable quasi-summand of Hom(G, H), E is not pure prein- 
jective. But by the above and [4, Theorem 86.7, p. 1141, E(ti) is a direct sum 
of copies of various A,. Since E is not pure preinjective, it follows from 
Lemma 2.4 that E is exceptional regular and we easily see that E %.A, for 
some j. Since clearly the number of quasi-summands of Hom(G, H) 
isomorphic to A, is rank Hom(G, H)(t,) = e(i, j) (by the first part of the 
proof), the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If G, H, and M are strongly indecomposable with ranks 
larger than 1, then G 0 H @ M is quasi-isomorphic to a completely decom- 
posable module. 
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Proof. F(G @ H @ M) z Hom(G @ H, FM) z Hom(G, Hom(H, FM)). 
Now Hom(H, FM) N N @ n A$‘*n, where N is free and so Hom(G, N) = 0. 
Thus F(G @ H@ M) - I-IA{j’*J) for suitable f(i, j). Since FA, EA~,~ and 
pure injective modules are completely decomposable, the result follows from 
Theorem 1, part (iv). 
Theorem 2 reduces the determination of homomorphism modules to the 
following three problems: determining tij-ranks, determining the functor F, 
and computing the rank of Hom(G, H). The remainder of this section shows 
how to deal with these three problems. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If G is strongly indecomposable, then for any i # j, ti,j- 
rank G < 1. If G is exceptional regular, then there is exactly one pair i #j 
such that tij-rank G = 1. If G is not exceptional regular, then tii-rank G = 1 
in precisely the cases below: 
(1) G - C’Wfor some r. 
(2) G - C-*‘A, or G - C-*‘Aj. 
(3) G-C- 2r- ‘A, where k # i, j. 
Proof. The modules A, correspond precisely to the simple regular 
nonhomogeneous representations of the species d, . It therefore follows from 
[3, Theorem 3.5, p. 251 that tij-rank G = 0 if G is nonexceptional regular, 
and that if G is exceptional regular then there is exactly one pair i# j such 
that tij-rank G # 0, and for this pair t,-rank G = 1. This leaves the pure 
preprojective and pure preinjectives to consider. But since C’*A, - C-*A, - 
A,,, the desired results follow from the facts that tij-rank Q = t,-rank Wi = tij- 
rank W, = tij-rank A, = 0 and tij-rank W = tiJrank Ai = tii-rank C-A, = 1. 
(Note that Q Hom(CA,, Aij) zz Q Hom(A,, C+A,) zz Q Hom(A,, Akm), 
where i, j, k, m are distinct.) 
Corollary 1.5 and the fact that F*G z G if G is strongly reduced determine 
FG if G is pure preprojective or pure preinjective. We now consider FG 
when G is regular. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If G is strongly indecomposable and exceptional 
regular, then FG - G if rank G is odd and FG - C+G -C-G if rank G is 
even. 
Proof: G is determined uniquely up to quasi-isomorphism by its rank 
and the pair i # j such that G(t,) # 0 [3, Theorem 3.5, p. 251. Suppose, say, 
G(t12) # 0. Then G has a composition series where the factors alternate 
between A,, and A,,. By Corollary 1.5, FA,- A,, so that FG has a 
composition series with these factors in reverse order. The proposition now 
follows by noting that the composition series for C ‘G or C-G is obtained 
by replacing A,, by A,, and vice versa. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. If G is strongly indecomposable and nonexceptional 
regular, then FG - G. 
Proof FG is strongly indecomposable and by Theorem l(iv) it is regular 
and has the same rank as G. Therefore FG- G if and only if 
Hom(G, FG) # 0. But Hom(G, FG) = F(G 0 G), so it suffices to show that 
G @ G is not pure injective. Now let S = S*(G) be the symmetric product of 
G with itself. If rank G = 2k, then prank G = k for all primes p, and 
rank S = 2kZ + k, p-rank S = k(k + 1)/2 for all p. Thus rank S < 2 pi- 
rank S, so S cannot be pure injective, and since S is a. homomorphic image 
of G @ G, G @ G is not pure injective. 
For the sake of completeness, we now give two routine lemmas that enable 
one to compute rank Hom(G, H) when G and H are strongly indecom- 
posable. 
LEMMA 2.9. (1) rank C’W= rank C”Q = 2r + 1. 
(2) rank C’A, = rank CtrWi = p-rank C’W = p-rank C+‘+‘Q = 
pi-rank Czr+i Ai = pi-rank C t2rWi = pi-rank CP2’-‘Ai = pi-r& 
C + 2r’ 3 Wi = r + 1, where p is any prime and pi a prime such that 
piAi = Ai. 
(3) prank C’A, = p-rank C’r”Wi = [i/2] + 1 if pAi # Ai. 
LEMMA 2.10. (1) rank Hom(C’W, G) = rank Hom(FG, Ctr+‘Q) = 
rank C+‘G= rank C-‘-‘FG. 
(2) rank Hom(C -‘At, G) = rank Hom(FG, C ++I Wi) = pi-rank 
C+‘+iG = pi-rank C-*-‘FG. 
(3) If G and H are strongly indecomposable and nonexceptional 
regular, then rank Hom(G, H) = imin{rank G, rank H] tf G is isomorphic to 
a submodule of H or H to a submodule of G. Otherwise Hom(G, H) = 0. 
(4) If G and H are strongly indecomposable and exceptional regular 
and there exists i # j such that either rank G < rank H and G(t,J #O # 
H(tii) or rank G > rank H and tij-rank G # 0 # ti,i-rank H, then 
rank Hom(G, H) = [(m + 1)/2], where m = min{rank G, rank H}. 
(5) lf G and H are strongly ina’ecomposable and exceptional regular 
and there exists a permutation i, j, r, s of the integers from I to 4 such that 
either rank G <rank H and G(tii) # 0 # H(t,,) or rank G > rank H and tii- 
rank G # 0 #$,-rank H, then rank Hom(G, H) = [m/2], where m = 
min(rank G, rank H). 
Proof Parts (1) and (2) are routine from the adjointness of C and C + 
and the fact that rank Hom(G, Wi) = pi-rank G. Part (3) follows from 16, 
Proposition 4.11. By [3, Theorem 3.5, p. 251 parts (4) and (5) reduce to the 
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case G = H. Now if G is an exceptional regular module with rank 2 and 
G(t,) # 0, then Hom(G/G(tij), G) = 0, SO the restriction map End G + 
End G(t,) is manic and it follows that rank End G = 1. The general case now 
follows inductively. Let G, be an exceptional regular submodule of G such 
that G/G,, has rank 2. This gives an exact sequence 0 + Q Hom(G, G,) + 
Q End G -+ Q Hom(G, G/G,,). N ow the left-hand term is isomorphic to 
Q End G, and the right-hand term to Q End(G/G,) z Q. Since the right-hand 
map is seen to be nontrivial, it must be surjective, and the induction follows. 
3. K-DECOMPOSABLE MODULES OVER A 
DISCRETE VALUATION RING 
Let V be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field Q and maximal ideal 
(p) and let K be a subfield of the padic completion of Q with K finite and 
separable over Q. In this section we prove Theorem 1 for the category of 
homomorphisms of K-decomposable V-modules. We then prove Theorem 3. 
Let L be a Galois closure of K over Q and let W be the integral closure of 
V in L. Let R = IJ+ n K, let S be the integral closure of R in L, and let 
T = {t(oS) ] u E Gal(L/Q)}. If [K: Q] = n, then T has n elements. A torsion- 
free V-module G is K-decomposable if and only if W @ G is a T-Butler W- 
module [6, Proposition 3.31. We let C + and C- denote the Coxeter functors 
for the category of quasi-homomorphisms of K-decomposable V-modules or 
of T-Butler W-modules, as appropriate. Recall that these Coxeter functors 
commute with the extension and restriction functors from V-modules to W- 
modules and vice versa. The next lemma shows that the same thing is true of 
the functor F in Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) rf G is a K-decomposable V-module, then 
Horn&W@ G, C+L)z W@ Hom,(G, C ‘Q). 
(2) If H is a T-Butler W-module, then Horn&H, C ‘L) z 
Hom,(H, C ‘Q). 
Proof (1) Hom,(W@G, C+L)zHom,(W@G, W@C+Q)% W@ 
Hom,(G, C’Q) by [6, Lemmas 3.1, 3.51. 
(2) Since C+Lz W@C+Qz Hom,(W,C+Q), this is a standard 
adjointness relation. 
Theorem 1 for the category of K-decomposable V-modules now follows 
from the corresponding theorem for T-Butler W-modules and the fact that 
since W is a faithfully flat V-module, the functor W @ _ both preserves and 
reflects exactness [2, Section 1.3.1, Proposition 1, p. 271. For the proof of 
part (v), consider a splitting /I: W --+ V for the inclusion V-r W. Then by 
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Lemma 3.1 and the validity of Theorem 1 for T-Butler W-modules, we get a 
chain of natural quasi-homomorphisms FC + W @ FC- + W @ C +F + 
C’F, where the right-hand map is induced by /I. Now since for any G, 
FCG and C’FG have the same rank and P-rank, to see that the natural 
map FC- --t C+F obtained above is a quasi-isomorphism it suffices to show 
that it is a monomorphism. Since the two functors are contravariant and left 
exact, it suffices to show that FCP + C ‘FP is a monomorphism, where P 
is the Arnold dual of R. Since FC-P -C+*R and End(C+*R) z W, it 
suffices to see that FC -P -+ C ‘FP is nonzero. But certainly this is true if /3 
is chosen appropriately. 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume [K: Q] = 4. Recall that a 
strongly indecomposable V-module G is called regular if rank G = 2(p- 
rank G), and exceptional regular if in addition G contains a submodule 
isomorphic to an exceptional domain (as defined in the introduction). If D is 
such an exceptional domain and G is any V-module, we set D-rank G = 
rank, Hom(G, D) = (rank Hom(G, D))/(rank 0). 
PROPOSKION 3.2. Let D be an exceptional domain. 
(1) FDzD-C+D-CD. 
(2) For any i, D-rank C’V= 1, D-rank C’P = 2. 
(3) If G is strongly indecomposable exceptional regular, then D- 
rank G = 1 if G contains a submodule quasi-isomorphic to D, otherwise D- 
rank G = 0. 
(4) If G is pure preinjective or nonexceptional regular, then D- 
rank G = 0. 
ProoJ (1) D and FD have the same rank, and this is the same as the 
rank of End D z End FD. By [6, Lemmas 2.1, 2.31, FD z End FD z D. The 
remaining two quasi-isomorphisms follow similarly from the fact that 
Q End C+D - Q End CD - Q End D and [6, Corollary 2.91. 
(2) It follows from (1) that for any G, D-rank C’G = D-rank G. Now 
clearly D-rank V= 1. And D-rank P= rank, Hom(P, D) = rank, Hom(FD, 
C+R) = rank, Hom(C-FD, R) = rank, Hom(D, R) = (rank R)(p- 
rank D)/(rank D) = 2. 
(3) Follows from [8, Theorem 1, p. 2691 since D-rank D = 1 (because 
Hom(D, D) z 0). 
(4) Follows from [8, Theorem 1, p. 2691 and the fact that 
Hom(R, D) = Hom(Q, D) = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is at hand. It follows from Theorem 2 and 
[6, Lemma 3.1, Corollary 5.2, Proposition 4.21 that if G and H are as 
specified in part (i) of Theorem 3, then Hom(G, H) -M @ E, where M is 
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free and E is a direct sum of exceptional domains. The number of 
summands in E isomorphic to a given exceptional domain D is 
rank,, Hom(D, Hom(G, H)) = rank, Hom(F Hom(G, H), FD) = D-rank G 
@ FH = (D-rank G)(D-rank FH) by the analogue of Proposition 2.1. Part 
(ii) of the theorem follows from part (i) as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Only one case excluded by Theorem 3 presents any real difficulty. The 
Proposition below gives the required results. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let H be strongly indecomposable and not quasi- 
isomorphic to R, Q, C’R, or C’Q. If H is exceptional regular and D an 
exceptional domain such that D-rank H # 0, then Hom(P, H) % F(P 0 FH)- 
D2 @Pm, where 2m + rank D + 2(p-rank H) = 2(rank H). If H is not excep- 
tional regular, then Hom(P, H) z F(P @ FH) N Pm @ n De, where 3e + 
2m + 2(prank H) = 2(rank H) and 
(1) e = 0 if H is pure preprojective or nonexeptional regular; 
(2) e=2 if H-CfrQforsome r-22; 
(3) e=4 tf H-C”Rforsome r>2. 
Finally, Hom(P, C ‘R) - C ‘R 0 n D2. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.4 and [6], for HA C+R, Hom(P, H) -I”” @ E, 
where E is a direct sum of exceptional domains. The number of summands 
of E quasi-isomorphic to a given exceptional domain D is 
rank, Hom(D, Hom(P, H)) = rank, Hom(F Hom(P, H), FD) =rank, 
Hom(P 0 FH, D) = (D-rank P)(D-rank FH) = 2(D-rank FH). Thus the 
exponent e has the stated values. Now rank Hom(P, H) = rank 
Hom(FH, C’R) = rank Hom(CFH, R) = 4(p-rank FC ‘H) = 4(rank H - p- 
rank H). The value for m thus must be as claimed, since by [6, Corollary 
2.91 rank n D = 6. Finally, Hom(P, C +R) z Hom(P, FP) z F(P @I P). 
Now, Hom(P @ P, P) z Hom(P, End P) z Hom(P, P) z P, so that P @P - 
P @ n De, where e = (D-rank P)’ - D-rank P = 2. 
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